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Abstract. Regular services in telecommunications produce massive volumes of relational data. In this work the data produced in telecommunications is seen as a streaming network, where clients are the nodes
and phone calls are the edges. Visualization techniques are required for
exploratory data analysis and event detection. In social network visualization and analysis the goal is to get more information from the data
taking into account actors at the individual level. Previous methods relied on aggregating communities, k-Core decompositions and matrix feature representations to visualize and analyse the massive network data.
Our contribution is a group visualization and analysis technique of influential actors in the network by sampling the full network with a top-k
representation of the network data stream.
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Motivation

The analysis of social networks that emerge from a set of phone calls using regular services from a telecommunication service provider is a demanding problem.
In these networks, a node represents a user and a phone call is represented by
an edge between two nodes. Common networks in telecommunication services
have millions of nodes and billions of edges where data from started phone calls
flows at high speed. This is the reason why these networks are complex and difficult to analyse. Sampling from large network is known to be a hard problem to
solve with typical hardware or software. State-of-the-art software and hardware
reveal some limitations to deal with networks with more than a few thousands
nodes and edges. Computational memory and power are the main constraints
to perform the visualization of large networks. Even if the software is capable of
representing a network of millions of nodes on the screen, the user may struggle to gather some valuable information from the visual outcome. In this work
we propose processing the data as a stream of networked data with Landmark,
Sliding Windows and top-k algorithm applications to enhance the network visualization enabling knowledge acquisition from the output. The main goal is to
sample the data stream by highlighting the top-k nodes, providing a clear insight

about the most active nodes in the network. We also present a case study of our
methods applied to Telecommunication network data with several millions of
nodes and edges. Results were obtained with a common commodity machine.
In the following section we present an overview of previous work on the subject of social network visualization and summarization, focusing on the top-k
algorithms. Section 3 describes the system architecture that was developed to
simulate social network streaming and generate visualization. Section 4 has the
details of the data case study concerning data description, algorithm developments and experiments. Finally, in Section 5, we underline major contributions
and results and propose future directions.

2

Related Work

Two common strategies for sampling are random sampling and snowball sampling. In snowball sampling a starting node is selected. The network is built from
that node, starting on its 1st order connections, moving to the 2nd order connections, 3rd order connection, and so on, until the network reaches the right
size for analysis. This approach is easy to implement, but has some pitfalls. It
is biased toward the part of the network sampled, and may miss other features.
Nevertheless, it is one of the most common sampling approaches. The random
sampling, randomly selects a certain percentage of nodes and keeps all edges between them. In an alternative approach, it randomly selects a certain percentage
of edges and keeps all nodes that are mentioned. The main problem with this
method is that edge sampling is biased towards high degree nodes, while node
sampling might lose some structural features of the network.
2.1

Visualization

The definition of large-scale networks regarding number of nodes or edges diverges. Publications may consider a large-scale network ranging from dozens of
thousands of nodes to millions of nodes and billions of edges. The main goal
of any graph visualization technique is to be visually understandable. It is also
desirable that the information is represented in a clear and objective way to convey knowledge to the viewer. To achieve this goal two types of graph representation, node-link and matrix graph representations [16] may be used. Visualization
readability is highly related with the network size (number of nodes) and density
(average number of edges per node). It is known that node-link representation
has low performance with dense networks and requires aggregation methods
reducing density to increase visual comprehensibility of the output. Matrix representation is usually combined with hierarchical aggregation [1]. Hierarchical
clustering implies grouping the nodes but not their ordering. The main goal of
this representation type is to have a fast clustering algorithm and meaningful
clusters. Matrix representation methods may also rely on the reordering of rows
and columns in the representation matrix instead of just clustering the nodes
[12]. This type of ordered matrix representation might enhance the structure

visualization because the data is more than simply clustered. The main drawback of this solution is that it is unfeasible for networks of millions of nodes that
need a large amount of computations for reordering the matrix. More recently,
Elmqvist et al. [7] introduced fast reordering mechanism, data aggregations and
GPU-accelerated rendering to deliver higher scalability solutions. Other solutions rely on controlling the visual density of the graph view and restricting
the clustering overlap probability to low levels [20]. Moreover a new probability
based network metric was introduced by Ham et al. [10] to identify potentially
interesting or anomalous patterns in the networks.

2.2

top-k Itemsets

The problem of finding the most frequent items in a data stream S of size N is
mainly how to discover the elements ei whose relative frequency fi is higher than
a user specified support φN , with 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 [8]. Given the space requirements
that exact algorithms addressing this problem would need [3], several algorithms
were already proposed to find the top-k frequent elements, being roughly classified into counter-based and sketch-based [19]. Counter-based techniques keep
counters for each individual element in the monitored set, which is usually a
lot smaller than the entire set of elements. When an element is identified as not
currently being monitored, various algorithms take different actions to adapt the
monitored set accordingly. Sketch-based techniques provide less rigid guarantees,
but they do not monitor a subset of elements, providing frequency estimators
for the entire set.
Simple counter-based algorithms, such as Sticky Sampling and Lossy Counting, were proposed in [18], which process the stream in compressed size. Yet,
they have the disadvantage of keeping a large amount of irrelevant counters. Frequent [6] keeps only k counters for monitoring k elements, incrementing each element counter when it is observed, and decrementing all counters when a unmonitored element is observed. Zeroed-counted elements are replaced by new unmonitored element. This strategy is similar to the one applied by Space-Saving [19],
which gives guarantees for the top-m most frequent elements. Sketch-based algorithms usually focus on families of hash functions which project the counters into
a new space, keeping frequency estimators for all elements. The guarantees are
less strict but all elements are monitored. The CountSketch algorithm [3] solves
the problem with a given success probability, estimating the frequency of the element by finding the median of its representative counters, which implies sorting
the counters. Also, GroupTest method [5] employs expensive probabilistic calculations to keep the majority elements within a given probability of error. Despite
the fact of being generally accurate, its space requirements are large and no information is given about frequencies or ranking. We adopted the Space-Saving
algorithm described in [19] throughout our top-k method because it is a memory
efficient application and guarantees most active nodes which is our goal.

3

Streaming Simulation System

This section presents the streaming system to support the visualization tasks.
We briefly describe the software components and also present some example
messages and protocols used to interconnect these same components.
3.1

Components

The developed system is based primarily on a MySQL database server. With
the data conveniently indexed we used R as a language platform to work on and
to represent the data that was streaming from the database.
Another requirement is the output availability in remote locations. The best
way to do it would be to present the output in a web browser. For this task we
chose sigma.js library, a JavaScript library dedicated to graph drawing [14]. It
enables the network display on Web pages and may be used to integrate network
exploration in rich Web applications.
To connect R output to sigma.js we needed an application running on realtime to make the bridge between the processing language and the browser. For
this task we selected node.js that enables the use of web sockets communication.
Thus, results may be published in real-time in a web browser. Joyent Inc. describes Node.js as a platform built on Chrome’s JavaScript runtime to easily construct fast and scalable network applications [13]. Node.js uses an event-driven,
non-blocking I/O model that, according to the authors, makes it lightweight
and efficient, suitable for data-intensive real-time applications that run across
distributed devices. Fig. 1 represents the system architecture. The network visualization was initially executed with Gephi software, but was abandoned in a
early stage of development. Sigma.js was preferred throughout the project.

Fig. 1. Streaming System Architecture

In Fig. 1 the generation of messages in this system begins with R Language
sending HTTP requests to node.js. The HTTP requests include information
about the source and destination node that we wish to output to the final element in the chain, the user browser. After node.js receives the message from

R, it immediately produces a message through the established socket connection with sigma.js (embedded in the html page displayed in the user browser).
The number of socket connections established to node.js is equal to the number of connected browsers. If more browsers are connected to the Node.js web
server, more socket connections are established. This means that all connected
browsers are simultaneously notified via a broadcast websocket message sent by
the Node.js event dispatcher.
3.2

Landmark Windows

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code of the Landmark Window algorithm. This
algorithm provides the representation of all the events that occur in the network
starting at a specific timestamp, e.g., 01h48m09s on January 1st, 2012.

Algorithm 1 Landmark Pseudo-Code
Input: start, tinc
Output: edges
1: R ← {}
2: E ← {}
3: R ← getRowsFromDB (start)
4: new time ← start
5: while (R <> 0) do
6:
for all edge ∈ R do
7:
addEdgeToGraph(edge)
S
8:
E ← E {edge}
9:
end for
10:
new time ← new time + tinc
11:
R ← getRowsFromDB (new time)
12: end while
13: edges ← E

. start timestamp and time increment
. data rows
. edges currently in the graph

This type of representation is not very useful because it implies a growing
number of displayed events on the screen and decrease the comprehensibility
of the representation, as this number surpasses some thousands of events. This
landmark application is useful in other contexts, for instance, if the network
is relatively small and the goal is to check all events in the network. The top-k
application based on Landmark Window, described in Section 3.4, proved also to
be a suitable approach for large network streaming data. It enables the focus on
the influential individuals and discard less active nodes in very large networks.
The alternative option for Sliding Windows [8] presented in the next subsection
would be, in our case, incorrect because there would be a chance to remove less
recent graph nodes. Those nodes may be included in the top-K list we wish to
maintain.
Still, if the goal is to follow the evolution of full network events, the Sliding
Windows method, described in the next subsection, is better as it only outputs

the events in the current window with the size selected by the user. This option enables the visualization of large evolving networks over time and without
compromising data processing performance with large amounts of data.

3.3

Sliding Windows

Dealing with large data streams presents new challenging tasks, for instance,
dynamic sample representation of the data. The sliding window Algorithm 2
may be used to address this issue. This sliding window is defined as a data
structure with fixed number of registered events [8]. In our case study each event
is a call between any particular pair of nodes. As these events have timestamps,
the time period between the first call and the last call in the window is easily
computed. The input parameters of this algorithm are the start date and time
and the maximum number of events/calls that the sliding window can have. The
SNA (Social Network Analysis) model used in this application is full network
directed because any nodes in the network are represented in the screen, for the
particular window of events [11].

Algorithm 2 Sliding Window Pseudo-Code
Input: start, wsize, tinc
. start timestamp, window size and time increment
Output: edges
1: R ← {}
. data rows
2: E ← {}
. edges currently in the graph
3: V ← {}
. buffer to manage removal of old edges
4: R ← getRowsFromDB (start)
5: new time ← start
6: p ← {}
7: while (R <> 0) do
8:
for all edge ∈ R do
9:
addEdgeToGraph(edge)
S
10:
E ← E {edge}
11:
k ← 1 + (p mod wsize)
12:
old edge ← V [k]
13:
removeEdgeFromGraph(old edge)
14:
E ← E \ {old edge}
15:
V [k] ← edge
16:
p←p+1
17:
end for
18:
new time ← new time + tinc
19:
R ← getRowsFromDB (new time)
20: end while
21: edges ← E

3.4

top-k Networks

Algorithm 3 represents our version of the top-k Space-Saving algorithm. The
Space-Saving algorithm is one of the most efficient, among one-pass algorithms,
to find the most frequently occurring items in a streaming data. In our case
study, we are interested in continuously maintaining the top-k most active nodes.
Activity can be defined as making a call, receiving a call, or communications pairs
of users.
Algorithm 3 top-k Pseudo-Code for outgoing calls inspection
Input: start, k param, tinc
. start timestamp, k parameter and time increment
Output: edges
1: R ← {}
. data rows
2: E ← {}
. edges currently in the graph
3: R ← getRowsFromDB (start)
4: new time ← start
5: while (R <> 0) do
6:
for all edge ∈ R do
7:
bef ore ← getTopKNodes()
8:
updateTopNodesList(edge)
. update node list counters
9:
af ter ← getTopKNodes()
T
10:
maintained ← bef ore af ter
11:
removed ← bef ore \ maintained
12:
for all node ∈ af ter do
. add top-k edges
13:
if node ⊂ edge then
14:
addEdgeToGraph(edge)
S
15:
E ← E {edge}
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
for all node ∈ removed do
. remove non top-k nodes and edges
19:
removeNodeFromGraph(node)
20:
for all edge ∈ node do
21:
E ← E \ {edge}
22:
end for
23:
end for
24:
end for
25:
new time ← new time + tinc
26:
R ← getRowsFromDB (new time)
27: end while
28: edges ← E

The input parameters for this setting are the start date and time and also
the maximum number of nodes to be represented (the K parameter). This topk application enables the representation of the evolving network of the top-k
nodes, from the inputted start date and time. The user may also inspect the
top-k network of the nodes that initiate connections, the nodes that receive
connections and the top-k representation of the A→B connections.

4

Case Study

This section describes the attributes of our large scale data and provides an
overview on the application of our method to real data. Telecommunication networks generate large amount of continuous data from phone users and network
equipment. In this case study, we used CDR (call detail records) log files retrieved
from equipment in different geographic locations. The network data has roughly
10 million calls per day. This represents an average of 6 million of unique users
per day. Each edge represents a call between A and B phone equipments (nodes).
The dataset consisted in 135 days of anonymized data. For each edge/call there is
a timestamp information with the date and time, with resolution to the second,
representing the beginning of the call. The volume of data ranges from 10 up to
280 calls per second usually around mid-night and mid-day time, respectively.
4.1

Data Description

The first processing step was the aggregation of the number of calls from A→B
per day, that returned the distribution of the dataset. This operation was made
with a MySql database query by selecting pairs of numbers (caller and receiver)
and counting the occurrences of those pairs in the database. The results denote
a compressed representation of the original network i.e. without repeated edges.
There is evidence the distribution of the aggregated data might have a power
law distribution [2] as can be seen in Fig. 2(left). Thus, it might represent few
highly frequent calls and many infrequent calls.

Fig. 2. A→B Calls Distribution (left) and respective log-log plot (right)

We then generated the log-log representation of the distribution, per day of
the aggregated data as seen in Fig. 2(right). This representation is an approximation to a monomial.
For the incoming and outgoing call distributions of the original data, a monomial is also obtained with this representation method. Thus, there is evidence
that all distributions follow a power law distribution.

Fig. 3. Distribution of the Received Calls (left) and respective log-log plot (right)

The power law hypothesis were tested with the poweRlaw R package, that
follows applications of power laws hypothesis testing and generation from [4],
and the method described in [9]. From now on, we define the caller identifier
as the main node for our top-k model and we will only provide results and
experiments for this situation. Therefore, the weight of each node is related to
the number of outgoing calls, i.e. the number of edges representing initiated calls
by the intended network node. Fig. 4 illustrates this hypothesis test for power
law distribution presenting the mean estimate of parameters xmin , α and the
p-value, being xmin the lower bound of the power law distribution. Estimation
parameter α is the scaling parameter (“Par 1” in Fig. 4) and α > 1. The dashedlines represent 95% confidence intervals. Testing the null hypothesis H0 that the
original data is generated from a power law distribution the observed p-value is
0.1, hence we cannot reject it because the p-value is higher than 0.05.

Fig. 4. Original Network - Caller power law Distribution hypothesis Test

The Figures 2 through 4 provide a visualization of an important data attribute, which is the large amount of isolated calls between some pairs of nodes
and a low number of repeated calls between them. With the previous results it is
acceptable to disregard the isolated calls to improve the quality of visualization
and analysis, as will later be described for the top-k visualization method.

4.2

Sliding Windows Visualization

Fig. 5. Visualization with Sliding Window approach

Algorithm 2 returns the representation in Fig. 5. It shows a window containing 1000 events/calls for a period of time beginning at 00h01m52s and ending
at 00h02m40s. Several users are represented by bigger nodes, meaning more
outgoing calls by those particular identifiers. The evolution of the network is
represented and it shows that the anonymous brown, dark blue and light blue
are the callers with more influence in this window of time.
It is also note worthy the visible connection between the dark blue caller
and the brown user being established in the represented window. Fig. 5 also
displays the average data speed in the window, i.e. the speed was approximately
22 calls per second. This average data speed is calculated regarding number of
events/calls in the window of events and the time period between the events, represented in the visualized window. Throughout other experimental conditions,
e.g., with windows around the 12h timestamp, we experienced data speed increases with more calls per second. Considering these data speed changes and after several experiments with window size parameter we concluded that it should
not be smaller than 100 events and larger than 1000 events. With the minimum
data speed conditions, 100 events represents a window period of around 10 seconds of events. With the maximum data speed and a window of 1000 events, it
represents around 5 seconds of calls data. Less than 100 events with this data
represents changes in the window, that are too fast to be visually comprehensible, and more than 1000 events represents too much events, decreasing visual
interpretability of the final representation.

Fig. 6. Visualization with Sliding Window approach (second printscreen, at a later
time)

Fig. 6 represents the window between 00h02m41s and 00h03m30s. Progressing from Fig. 5, we can visually check the evolution of the network and conclude
that the anonymous brown, dark blue and light blue are the callers with more
influence in this window of 1000 events.

4.3

top-k Landmark Window

The program started running at midnight of the first day of July 2012. Fig. 7
represents the output of the Top-100 callers with more outgoing calls until
00h44m33s, extracted by Algorithm 3.
Fig. 8 represents the output of the Top-100 anonymous callers with higher
number of outgoing calls. The figure displays the screen with the layout algorithm
running. Only algorithm results collected until 01h09m45s are represented.
ForceAtlas2 was the selected layout algorithm. This layout algorithm has
some good characteristics [15, 17]. These special ForceAtlas2 characteristics are:
– Continuous layout algorithm, that allows the manipulation of the graph while
it is being rendered. It is based on the linear-linear model where the attraction and repulsion are proportional to distance between nodes. The convergence of the graph is considered to be very efficient once that features an
unique adaptive convergence speed.
– Proposes summarized settings, focused on what impacts the shape of the
graph (scaling, gravity. . . ). It is suitable for large graph layout because it
features a Barnes Hut optimization (performance drops less with big graphs).

Fig. 7. Top-100 numbers with more outgoing calls and their connections without running the layout algorithm

Fig. 8. Top-100 numbers with more calls and their connections with layout algorithm
running

The ForceAtlas2 layout algorithm, although being reported to be slow for
more than dozens of thousands nodes, is capable of rendering the layout of the
used windows sizes throughout all our experiences. As explained before, it is
expected, with our data, that the windows size do not get higher than 1000
events for the Sliding Windows representations and for a K parameter lower
than 200 callers in the top-k representation. Higher parameters may jeopardize
the interpretability of the representation. The layout algorithm also becomes
slow.
4.3.1 top-k Sampling Attributes Considering that the majority of data
includes isolated calls between two nodes our goal is to obtain a sampled version
of the data providing the network of most active callers in the network. For that
we selected the Space-Saving algorithm [19] with different settings and different
k parameter i.e. 10000, 50000 and 100000. We obtained these top-K respective
networks from database querying.
Fig. 9 represents the hypothesis test for power law distribution regarding
the top-10000 network and the most active caller identifiers. For the top-10000
network of the caller phone numbers the observed p-value is 0.82. Therefore, we
cannot reject the hypothesis H0 at the 95% confidence level. This result provides
evidence the top-k sampling method is non-biased regarding the original data
distribution.

Fig. 9. Top-10000 Network - Caller power law Distribution hypothesis Test

Fig. 10 represents the hypothesis test for power law distribution regarding the
top-50000 network and for the 50000 most active callers. For the top-50000 network of the caller identifiers, the observed p-value is 0.16. Thus, we cannot reject
the hypothesis H0 at the 95% confidence level. This result provides even more
evidence the top-k sampling method maintains the original data distribution.
We also did the hypothesis test for power law distribution for the top-100000
network regarding 100000 most active callers. Testing the null hypothesis H0
that the top-100000 network for the caller identifiers is generated from a power
law distribution the observed p-value is 0 so we cannot accept it because it is
lower than 0.05.

Fig. 10. Top-50000 Network - Caller power law Distribution hypothesis Test

5

Conclusions

This paper presents a new method for Large Scale Telecommunications Networks
visualization. With the use of data timestamps we approach the data from a
streaming point of view and visualize samples of data in a way that is both
understandable to the human analyst and also enables knowledge extraction
from the visual output.
Landmark Windows experiments proved to suffer from low visual comprehensibility of the network and memory issues with the software. This happens
when the number of nodes or edges exceeds some dozens of thousands. With our
data this number of nodes represented in the screen typically corresponds to a
time period of just a few minutes. Sliding Windows were used as a way to continuously check for the full network events. Sliding Windows enables continuous
inspection of the network time evolution. The top-k application is a suitable approach to our data that presents a power law distribution. This enables the focus
on the influential individuals and discard isolated calls which are the majority
of calls in our data. Concerning its computational requirements, our method for
evolving networks visualization, especially with Sliding Windows or the top-k
model may be considered a light method to visualize massive streaming networks. This simulation method enables a data stream visualization close to the
node-link level using a common commodity machine. This is a different approach
from previous representations mentioned in the related work section. Previous
methods use hierarchical aggregation of features, for example node communities.
In future work, we could also perform community detection and display the
network with additional information at the node-level. This may be applied to
communities, centrality measures for the streaming data.
Future work also includes testing the models with time decay factors that
enable the use of the Landmark model, increasing the weight of recent data and
disregarding old data. It would also be important for the real-time data update
that is displayed. The mentioned methods may be applied to fraud detection
or other commercial purposes by visual detection of node related events in the
network streaming.
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